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From our President Derek Evans
April is the Rotary month of Maternal and Child
Care
The Winter is now behind us and as we move into Spring,
the world looks a much brighter place. The Covid
restrictions are now becoming more relaxed and, hopefully,
Covid 19 will eventually fade into the history books - but we
should never ever forget the unimaginable death toll.
During the month of March, we have enjoyed three
interesting meetings. Having read an article in the Rotary
Mag. Ernie Metcalfe, highlighted ways of tackling
environment and climate change issues. Having made us
aware of the problems, I just wonder how many of us have
made any changes!!!
Tess Thompson from the charity “Support Dogs” gave us a
very moving presentation with a video showing dogs going
through their ‘assist’ routine. This is a superb charity, please
help by continuing the stamp collection.
At our last meeting, our speaker, Phil Dyer, discussed our
present problems about membership development. This we
are hoping to address in the coming months.
Enjoy the sunshine and plan your Summer holiday!!!

HAPPY EASTER TO ALL OF YOU
Best wishes
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Zoom February Fellowship – March 4th 2021
With more than 20 people in attendance, our
March 2021 Fellowship took place on Zoom –
our new normal for fellowship evenings.
It was a Help the Climate themed night
hosted by Ernie Metcalfe.
Ernie explains:
The idea came from an article in the latest
Rotary Magazine, “Combating Climate
Change Starts with You”. There were 7
suggestions made on how each of us can do
something as an individual to help combat
climate change.
I think we can take this theme further than the
few ways suggested in this article. Therefore,
I challenge each of you to list everything you
can think of that you personally can do to help
the environment. So far, I have listed about
30 ways to do this. Some of them are very
small and may seem insignificant, (e.g., try to
reuse plastic bags or don’t overfill the kettle),
but when enough people do them, they could
cumulatively, over time, have a significant
impact.

Some screen shot
photos taken during our
Zoom fellowship!

As a guide, it was proposed that we consider, these five categories for
convenience:
1. How to reduce electric or power use.
2. How to reduce water consumption.
3. Possible life-style changes.
4. Savings in the home and garden.
5. Savings on driving and travel.

Discussion followed and the results and initiatives will be followed up in this
and future newsletters.
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ROTARY CLUB MEETING  MARCH 11TH 2021
SUPPORT DOGS - TESS THOMPSON
Our meeting on March 11 was
highlighted with a talk from Tess
Thompson and Lynn Ratcliffe
from Support Dogs. Tess is the
Community Fundraising Manager
and Lynn is a user of one of
these wonderful dogs.
Support Dogs is a national
charity dedicated to increasing
independence and quality of life
for people with various medical
conditions. They provide, train
and support specialist assistance
dogs to achieve this.
Tess explained that Support
Dogs are for autism, for epilepsy,
and for disability.
Autism Dogs, are for children with autism. Many autistic children find
sights and sounds overwhelming, and the dog helps to reduce anxiety
by providing a safe and warm place for the child. The dog stops them
from going into danger and gives confidence for going out into the world.

-Continued next page -
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Disability Dogs, help people to complete tasks that may be painful or
difficult to do themselves. These jobs include dressing, fetching the phone
and medicines, and picking up things from the floor. Some dogs help with
things like loading the washing machine, pushing buttons, and removing
socks. This gives people the confidence to go outside and out to the shops
and visit friends, removing isolation – many were isolated even before
Covid.
Seizure Alert Dogs, are trained to alert 10 to 55 minutes before a seizure.
Lynn explained to us, how an accident led to a brain injury which resulted
in epilepsy. Before the accident, Lynn was independent, but her life
changed for herself, and her family as she lost her self-sufficiency. She
told us that she was blessed with a dog that made all the difference. The
dog undergoes intense training to be able to give an advance alert to a
seizure. This eliminates the risk of things such as drowning in a bathtub
and allows the person the time to do things such as turn off the oven, call
for help, or find some privacy before the seizure. The personality of the
dog is matched to the person. Lynn explained how her dog has changed
her life and has become a friend and companion. She has six
grandchildren and can now babysit them as well as going to City games –
both home and away

Overall: All dogs are stars, but Labs are particularly good at this as they
are very food motivated making them easier to train. Support Dogs
receives no government funding and during Covid there has been a 40%
loss of fundraising money. They need about £1 million per year to
continue. Humans also need to be trained to give the commands to the
dogs. Dogs retire when 8-10 years old and usually go to another house
or family member as a family pet. In the future they would like a purpose
built centre to run their programme.
-continued next page-
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Thanks, from Support Dogs

Would you like to receive their free
twice yearly magazine?
Copy and paste this link to sign up.
https://www.supportdogs.org.uk/forms/support-dogsnewsletter-sign-up

Some of the stamps we have
collected. See the notice later in this
newsletter to see how you can help.

A screen shots of some of the
members at our Zoom meeting.
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ROTARY CLUB MEETING  MARCH 25TH 2021
PHIL DYER  PRESIDENT OF PRESCOT RC
About 20 members and visitors participated in our Zoom meeting on
March 25th. Phil Dyer, President of Prescot Rotary Club and the District
Membership Team Lead.
Phil is married to Sarah and came over the
hill from Yorkshire 13 years ago as a co owner of a Liverpool based construction
company.
He is currently:
President and Secretary of the RC Prescot,
Membership Team Leader for District 1285
Public Image Team for GB & Ireland,
Assistant Public Image Coordinator for
zone 20 overseeing 4 Districts.
And finally, he is responsible for producing
the ‘Together Talks’ series.
Phil talked about the difficulties faced by many Rotary Clubs as we face
extinction due to our rising membership age and our dropping number
of members. He suggested that we need to drive change or become
victims of it. He made many suggestions in his slide show.

- continued next page 6

Phil talked about the need to consider many things:
How to attract Millenniums and GenZers.
New club ideas: Rotaract Clubs, Hybrid Clubs, Satellite Clubs, E Clubs,
Associate Members.
Service Projects to provide volunteering opportunities to members of the
community, Groups Projects.
Phil thought that we would need:
Relevance
Passion
Engagement
Projects
We now have many things to consider
about how we can use our passion to
help others to keep our club alive and
vibrant.

Screen Shot from the Meeting
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IN MEMORY OF MOTILAL GUPTA

In Memory of a true Rotarian
Club member Indra Gupta tells me that
his father, Motilal Gupta ,who sadly
passed in November 2003 , would have
been 100 years old on the 12th March
this year.

He was a Charter member of Rotary Club of South West Calcutta since
1956, Club President in 1965, District 325 Governor 1974-75 and
Chairman of the District Foundation committee from 1985-88. He was a
Recipient of a Rotary foundation citation for Meritorious services and was
a First Paul Harris Fellow in the District 325 in the year 1972.
At Rotary International level he was a Member- Nominating Committee for
RI Director 1987-89 and a member of Polio plus implementation
Committee for India, Sri Lanka & Nepal 1980-90 and a member of various
other organising committees.
In addition to outstanding service to Rotary he was a Social worker he
earned a huge respect for his work in the local community. He was life
member of Red Cross Society, Indian Art Society and Society for
Protection of Children in India
He was a true Rotarian! In memory of his father, Indra, very kindly, has
donated £5000 to our club charity account. These funds can be utilised for
Rotary Foundation and a good International project in Motilal’s name.
On behalf of the club, we wish to thank Indra for this truly kind gesture.
We will ensure that it is used effectively.
PETER HARTLEY
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Thanks to Ernie
Metcalfe.

Combating Climate Change
After some wide ranging Zoom
discussions, we produced the list of
actions below that we as
individuals can follow to help
combat climate change. We are
not suggesting people significantly
change their life-styles or spend a
lot of money, but with small
modifications we can collectively
make a difference. Nor do we
claim this list is exhaustive or
original for we have had ideas from
various sources.
Some are slightly frivolous or amusing, but each is perfectly doable by you as
an individual if you are so inclined. Just becoming aware of them and what
you can do often stimulates people to give some of them a try. Individual
actions will be hard to measure, but if you are joined by many others, we
hope you will have the satisfaction of knowing you are doing your own little
bit to help the planet.
Savings on water and power
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Don’t leave gadgets on standby for long
periods
Turn off unnecessary lights
Don’t turn on lights when not needed
Put a full load in the dishwasher
Put a full load in the washing machine
Wash clothes at the lowest or most
economical temperature
Whenever possible dry clothes outside or
inside in place of a spin dryer
Cook whenever possible with a
microwave (e.g. soups and drinks)
Put only the required water in a kettle
Use any spare boiling water to kill weeds
in place of weed killer
Shower instead of bathing

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Share a bath
Shower for a shorter time
Shower only when needed
Turn central heating down a little and wear
an extra sweater
Install solar panels
Wash clothes a little less often
Flush toilet less often
Place a brick or similar in the toilet cistern
Fit a water meter (this often reduces water
usage)
Mend dripping taps
Wash the car less often
Collect rainwater for the garden
Don’t use hosepipe on the garden most
plants and lawns will recover
Run taps slower when washing hands etc.

•

More next page à
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Life-style Actions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Walk for short journeys – healthier than
driving
Use public transport if possible
Car share
Buy local produce or that which is least
travelled
Simply buy less stuff, especially clothing
Buy used items instead of new
Recycle as much as possible
Send as much as possible to charity
shops instead of landfill
Eat less meat, especially red meat
Become vegetarian
Holiday in the UK
Try to re-use items – e.g., plastic bags
Plan carefully the food you buy to avoid
waste
Continue home working if practical

Home, Garden and Driving Actions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Drive economically to save fuel
Don’t carry excess or unnecessary loads in
your car
Keep tyre pressures at recommended levels
Have your house as well insulated as
possible
Pull curtains at night
Grow some of your own veg
Plant a fruit tree
Support tree planting by others, e.g.,
National Trust
Make your own garden compost

Watch our website for more information over
time! Copy and paste this link! Thanks to Ernie.
https://www.rotaryribi.org/clubs/page.php?PgID=834382&ClubID=299

Eat, Grow, Upcycle is a booklet from
Greenpeace. Download it by copying
and pasting this link.
https://www.greenpeace.org.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2020/05/greenpeace-eatgrow-upcycle.pdf
Try reading this article:

How the UK is moving towards
recycling most of its plastic
waste

Growing a Pineapple tree is
courtesy of Greenpeace

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/business/reducingplastic-waste/ukrecycling/#:~:text=The%20UK%20Government%20i
s%20also,already%20moving%20in%20this%20dire
ction.&text=The%20tax%20will%20mean%20comp
anies,of%20recycled%20plastic%20they%20use.

More SAVE THE PLANET on the next
page
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POLYESTER – A GLOBAL DISASTER MADE IN MANCHESTER
By Bill Laidlaw
For the monthly ZOOM FELLOWSHIP MEETING on THURSDAY 5 MARCH organiser Ernie
Metcalfe requested thoughts on COMBATING CLIMATE CHANGE with the warning that each of
us had a responsibility to heed the signs that indicate that change is already visible.
Ernie’s challenge got Bill Laidlaw thinking and brushing off his memory cobwebs. He remembered
that when he joined Manchester Rotary, he was given the classification COTTON INDUSTRY.
He had come to Manchester to join The Calico Printers Association (CPA) which had a large
research facility. Research was based in their impressive Oxford Street headquarters, but it was
at the Research sub-branch in the Broad Oak Printworks in Accrington that the world changing
invention of Polyester was made. It was in the war year of 1941 that CPA Chemists John Rex
WHINFIELD and James Tennant DICKSON first made polyester, but the exploitation of their
discovery had to await until peacetime. However, the process was patented, and the name
TERYLENE registered.
Following the war, CPA considering that the manufacture of Terylene was a chemical rather than a
textile process handed the manufacture over to ICI. The ICI exploitation was extremely successful
and many other licenses around the world were granted and thereafter the royalties flowed
( indeed while CPA no longer exists their many hundreds of ex-employees still benefit from a
generous pension scheme!).
Terylene fibre and fabric therefore was strong; waterproof; light; malleable; colourless; fireproof;
and producible in factories (as opposed to farmed in fields) from readily available coal and oil.
Also, it was long lasting -perfect for clothing as it outlasted cotton and wool as it was almost
indestructible.
CPA was delighted when global manufacturers of every conceivable product beyond textiles
became aware of the magical properties of this wonder product and purchased it under the name
Polyester. The Royalties just came flooding in and little thought was given to the product’s sole
problem -it’s almost indestructability.……….and it is this indestructability, once perceived as an
attribute, that is causing the planet a lasting problem.
Consider the following:
1. 8.3 BILLION TONS of plastics have been produced since the 1950’s
But only 9% have been recycled!
2. 73% of beach litter globally is plastic.
3. More than 1 million bottles per minute are made .
4. More than 2 million bags per minute are made.
5. Plastics kill 1.1 million birds/animals per year.
6. Each of us eats 70,000 micro-plastics per annum.
7. Average use of plastic bag is 12 minutes!
8. Average time to decompose is 1000 years!
9. Production: 1950 - 2.1 million tons.
1993 - 147 million tons.
2015 - 406 million tons.
THAT ALL ADDS UP TO ONE VERY LARGE PROBLEM!

Continued next page
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THAT ALL ADDS UP TO ONE VERY LARGE PROBLEM!
ARE WE CONFRONTING IT?
The statistics do not appear to give any comfort, Consider Textile waste figures for the UK in
2019:
WE threw away 206K tons of waste = 3.1 Kg per person,
of which:
• 10% was re-cycled.
• 12% was reused.
• 55% went to landfill.
• 23% was incinerated
Those are the figures for textiles in the UK. Globally it gets worse with the global textile fashion
industry accounting for 10% of all greenhouse gases; 20% of all wastewater; and more energy
than global shipping and aircraft combined.
And it gets worse still since the use of polyester in textiles is only a small fraction of that in
general use. So, the question becomes how to reduce our now near-dependence on polyester?
Is it necessary to have everything we buy pre-packed in plastic? How did we live 50 years
before the “convenience” of plastic throwaways? There clearly exist alternatives which we lived
by before.
It is interesting to note that the Chancellor in his Budget and facing an enormous deficit, appears
to be seeking a trouble-free mean of raising tax revenues. Noting the enormous drop in the use
of plastic bags after the introduction of a measly charge of 6p per bag would it not be worthwhile
- both tax-wise and environmentally - taxing finished goods made from non-destructible plastic?

Perhaps a solution to a global problem which originated in Manchester?
-Bill Laidlaw-

PLEASE RECYCLE
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BEIRUT DISASTER APPEAL

ROTARY CLUBS OF BEIRUT BAABDA AND MANCHESTER
BEIRUT DISASTER APPEAL
Roy Chapman PHF, Rotary Club of Manchester
Mario Nasard, President, Rotary Club of Baabda
The awful Beirut Port explosion of August 4th 2020, killed over 200 people, injured thousands
and devastated much of the city. The Operation Florian UK team and the Rotary Club of
Baabda (Beirut) ensured a team from UK Search and Rescue Assistance in Disasters
(SARAID) arrived within 3 days. Working with major authorities and the Lebanese Disaster
Management Unit, SARAID coordinated specialist search and rescue work. The RC of
Baabda, alongside Save the Children, arranged emergency transport, accommodation, and
other assistance.
Hundreds of buildings, especially in the historic parts of Beirut, need to be repaired. The
Rotary Clubs of Manchester and Baabda, in partnership with Dutch NGO DORCAS/Tabitha,
plan to:
• Repair houses, schools and small businesses and essential services like water and
lighting.
•

Help regenerate local communities,

•

Support displaced families.

•

Support the ongoing work of SARAID.

Damage repair and regeneration will take years.
The initial target is £5,000, to be spent where it is most needed. Each £100 will pay to repair
a home entrance, damaged windows, plumbing, damaged roofs and/or other essential work.
Thanks to the generosity of District 1285 Clubs, nearly £4,000 has been raised. A big
thank you to all the Clubs who have donated.
We are still open for donations:
BACS to Account No. 14435136, Sort Code: 01 05 31, use Ref: Beirut and your Rotary
Club name - or via Just Giving page at:
https://www.justgiving.com/crowdfunding/rotaryclubofmanchesterbeirutappeal

Further info:
https://www.rotary-ribi.org/clubs/homepage.php?ClubID=299
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MEMBERS SECTION
FROM THE EDITOR
With isolation and social distancing, normal meetings at the Manchester Hall are not
taking place and many of the wonderful things that we do, are postponed or delayed
for now!
The virus has, not only made everyone realise how much we usually take for granted,
but as a Rotary Club, forcing us into the world of technology and the internet. This is a
good thing!
This virus does not seem to be going anywhere for a while but the first vaccine for
Covid-19 is now being distributed, so there may be some small signs that we may be
able to meet together again sometime in 2021.
Thanks to the many people that contributed to this section of the newsletter – it is
meant to inform, along with some things to cheer us up and help us remember that a
sense of humour is always a great thing!
Take care and stay safe
Dale

Thanks to the
contributors of this
Members Section:
Hope that I did not miss
anyone!

Dale McAulay
Helen Roberts
Derek Evans
Roy Chapman
Peter Hartley

How perfect is this mossy little
nest? It’s in the park just
opposite my home.
I came back to this nest at dusk
to see if I could spy its maker. A
darling wren popped out and I
was delighted to see this clever
architect.
- Helen Roberts -
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More contributions by Helen

Child’s Song in Spring
E. Nesbit (1858-1924)
The silver birch is a dainty lady,
She wears a satin gown;
The elm tree makes the old churchyard shady,
She will not live in town.
The English oak is a sturdy fellow,
He gets his green coat late;
The willow is smart in a suit of yellow,
While brown the beech trees wait.
Such a gay green gown God gives the larches –
As green as He is good!
The hazels hold up their arms for arches,
When Spring rides through the wood.
The chestnut’s proud and the lilac’s pretty,
The poplar’s gentle and tall,
But the plane tree’s kind to the poor dull city –
I love him best of all!
Edith Nesbit was born in London. Known for her books for children.
She published her books under the name E. Nesbit. Some of her
novels, such as The Railway Children, have been made into films.
She was also a political activist and co-founded the Fabian
Society, a socialist organization later affiliated to the Labour Party.
Book Review
by Helen

Lady in Waiting
My Extraordinary Life in the Shadow of the Crown by Anne Glenconner

I bought this book after seeing Anne Glenconner
interviewed on the Graham Norton show. I would
never have picked this book had I not seen her
interviewed. She is a remarkable woman, not so much
for her experiences, many of which are unusual, but
for her happy outlook, warmth and strength. A "glass
half-full" perspective, but by no means an "all is rosy"
picture. A Maid of Honour at the Queen’s Coronation,
former Lady in Waiting to Princess Margaret. The book
has many ups and downs, but with an ‘upbeat ’thread
running through it. I have bought several copies, it has
made the perfect gift in lockdown, I highly-recommend
it.
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Paddy had been drinking at his local pub all day
and most of the night.
Mick, the bartender says: “You’ll not be drinking
anymore tonight, Paddy.”
Paddy replies: “OK Mick, I’ll be on my way then.”
Paddy spins around on his stool and steps off. He
falls flat on his face.
“Damn” he says and pulls himself up by the stool
and dusts himself off. He takes a step towards the
door and falls flat on his face, “oh bloody damn!”
He looks to the doorway and thinks to himself that if
he can just get to the door and some fresh air he’ll
be fine. He belly crawls to the door and shimmies
up to the door frame. He sticks his head outside
and takes a deep breath of fresh air, feels much
better and takes a step out onto the sidewalk and
falls flat on his face.
“Be-Jesus... I’m in bloody trouble,” he says. He can
see his house just a few doors down; and crawls to
the door, hauls himself up the door frame, opens
the door and shimmies inside.
He takes a look up the stairs and says: “No bloody
way.” He crawls up the stairs to his bedroom door
and says: “I can make it to the bed.” He takes a
step into the room and falls flat on his face.
He says: “damn it,” and falls into bed.
The next morning, his wife, Jess, comes into the
room carrying a cup of coffee and says: “Get up
Paddy. Did you have a bit to drink last night?”
Paddy says: “I did, Jess. I was bloody pissed. But
how did you know?”
"Mick phoned . . .You left your wheelchair at the
pub."

Please send me some things for
the members section of the
newsletter – jokes, recipes, stories,
poems, and photos! Dale

A teenage boy had just passed his driving test and inquired of his father as to when they
could discuss his use of the car.
His father said he'd make a deal with his son: “You bring your grades up from a C to a B
average, study your Bible, and get your hair cut. Then we'll talk about the car.”
The boy thought about that for a moment, decided he'd settle for the offer, and they agreed
on it.
After about six weeks his father said: “Son, you've brought your grades up and I've observed
that you have been studying your Bible, but I'm disappointed you haven't had your hair cut.”
The boy said: “You know, Dad, I've been thinking about that, and I've noticed in my studies of
the Bible that Samson had long hair, John the Baptist had long hair, Moses had long hair ~
and there's even strong evidence that Jesus had long hair.”
You're going to love the Dad's reply:
“Did you also notice that they all walked everywhere they went?”
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NOTICES
Fund Raising
Charity Draw - Next Draw in April
This is our only source of income for the Charity Account and is likely to remain so
for some time to come.
Therefore, each member can help raise money in the following ways.
Immediately, if possible, increase your own monthly subscription.
Encourage any friends or family who support our aims and objectives to also
subscribe.
If you do not already contribute do so as soon as possible.
All you need to do is let me have their names and addresses and I will do the rest.
Thank you in advance.
Your help is much appreciated.
Roger Walker

To donate to the Beirut Disaster
January Charity Draw
Winners
The winners were:
Chris Walker £150
John Gavan £50.
Next draw will be in April

Club Charity Donations

Feb 2021
£500 Rotary Foundation
(polio)
£1070 R.C Baabda (Beirut)
£21 Plan International

For more information contact Roy
Chapman PHF, Rotary Club of Manchester
https://www.rotaryribi.org/clubs/homepage.php?ClubID=299
Donate by BACS to Account No. 14435136,
Sort Code: 01 05 31, use Ref: Beirut and
your Rotary Club (so we can acknowledge
receipt)
or use our Just Giving page at:
https://www.justgiving.com/crowdfunding/
rotaryclubofmanchesterbeirutappeal
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Thank you from Francis House
Dear Indra
On behalf of the children and families at Francis House Children's Hospice I would like to thank you
for your £600.00 donation.
2020 was a tough year for all of us and with the lack of fundraising and donations, we have
encountered a massive shortfall of income needed for our running costs. Your contribution will help us
to continue to care for over 500 families of children and teenagers with life-limiting and life-threatening
conditions.
Francis House is all about life, love, dignity and peace. It is a place where joy and happiness softens
the sadness, and where the extraordinary care provided is made possible by the generosity of our
supporters - thank you everyone.
I look forward to seeing you "remotely" after Easter. With kind regards
Rachel Astill
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SUPPORT DOGS
A reminder to collect stamps for Support Dogs.
The info. on Support Dogs re. stamp collecting will be found on
www.supportdogs.org.uk The stamps have to be cut off the envelope leaving a 1cm.
border approx.

Birthdays

CLUB TIES

April
5th David Andrew
19th Paul Harris 1868
Racine, Wisconsin
30th Robin Graham

We have some Manchester Club Centenary Ties
still available .
Anyone wishing to buy a new one or to replace an
old one please contact, either President Derek or
Secretary Peter.

May
7th Susan Craig
9th Peter Hartley
10th Indra Gupta
30th Barbara Rosenthal

The discounted price is £10 each.

June
1st Richard Dyson
6th Eddie Hanson
10th Sinclair McLeod
13th Ernie Metcalfe

How to stay safe online
Humberside Police issue advice on how to protect yourself on digital devices and social media.
Steps you can take include:
Ensure the privacy settings on your profile as high as possible, so that only your friends can see your posts, pictures
and details.
Never disclose private information such as your phone number, pictures of your home, your address or birthday. This
applies to your posts and your profile
Don’t accept friend requests from people you don’t know. Some online criminals use this as a means of phishing or
finding blackmail or sexual offences victims.
Don’t do anything you’re not comfortable with.
Remember that once a post or photo has been shared, you no longer have control of it. Don’t post photos or
comments that could end up causing you issues in the future. If you wouldn’t want your mum to see it, don’t post it.
If you’re concerned about something you have seen online, call our non-emergency 101 line or speak to your local
officer.
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Up and Coming Events
Links to zoom events will be emailed to you
ZOOM FELLOWSHIP – April 1 18:00–19:00
CLUB COUNCIL ON ZOOM – All Welcome
Tuesday April 6th 18:00 – 19:00

Keep watching the website to
find out about more Zoom
events and meetings and when
our regular meetings will return
to Manchester Hall.

MEETING ON ZOOM - Thurs April 8 18:00-19:00
Francis House – Rachel Aspill
MEETING ON ZOOM - Thurs April 22 18:00-19:00
The History of Ladies in Rotary – Graham Jackson
ZOOM FELLOWSHIP – May 6th 18:00–19:00
CLUB COUNCIL ON ZOOM – All Welcome
Tuesday May 11th 18:00 – 19:00
MEETING ON ZOOM - Thurs May 27 18:00-19:00
Swati Mukherjee -District Int’l Chair – Journey from
Mumbai to Manchester - reflections
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